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5.2 End user programming

Goal: enable end users to create their own custom 
command sequences on a computer

Classification of solutions:
  Preferences
  Scripting languages
  Macro recorders
  Programming by demonstration/examples
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Programming by demonstration (I)

  User = programmer�
 programming needs to be easier than in general �
     purpose languages

  User provides expected program behavior by 
demonstrating what should be done for one or 
several examples

  Compiler becomes a learner that creates out of 
examples a more or less abstracted representation 
that the run-time system uses to execute “program”
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Programming by demonstration (II)

  Representing data:
 Usually rather limited data types
 Need to represent user interactions
  If needed, specialized data structures to represent 

(intermediate) results of learning process
  Control constructs:

 Usually conditional branching at best
 Loops build into program execution
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Programming by demonstration (III)

  Accessing and manipulating data:
 Data manipulation limited to what user 

interaction allows for
 Very limited concept of variables

  Structuring programs
 Not by user but by learner

  Executing programs
 Run-time system interprets result of learning 

process
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Programming by demonstration (IV)

  Error and exception handling
 Usually not well supported
 Would require user to demonstrate what does not 

work (barely)
  In- and output

 Mostly about storing learned programs
 But also dependent on application
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Examples

  Teaching robots by
 Presenting gestures
 Presenting movements
 Presenting social behavior
➔ Performing tasks

  Recurring text transformations
 SmartEDIT

  Shell scripts for recurring tasks
  …
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5.2.1. Learning gestures for touch-
screen applications

de Souza Alcantara, T. ; Denzinger, J. ; Ferreia, J. ; 
Maurer, F.:�
Learning gestures for interacting with low-fidelity 
prototypes,�
Proc. RAISE 2012, Zürich, 2012, pp. 32-36.

Purpose:
Helping with rapid prototyping of touch screen 
applications by enabling acceptance testing of gestures 
in interfaces 
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Basic ideas/General scheme

  Interface developer provides examples for gesture to 
learn

  System (IGT: Intelligent Gesture Toolkit) transforms 
each example into internal representation in GDL 
(Gesture Definition Language)

  IGT creates internal representation (including 
variables) that has each example as instance 
(including mathematical expressions over variables)�
 anti-unification modulo limited arithmetics
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Representing data

  Extends GDL for representing gestures with variables 
and numerical expressions

  GDL provides set of primitive conditions to define 
gestures
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Control and data manipulation

  Current gesture only manipulated by providing new 
example or restarting

  New example is expressed in GDL
  Current gesture description and new example 

description are anti-unified to create new gesture 
description (approximated)
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Structuring and executing programs

  IGT is used within low-fidelity prototype system 
(AST) which can use several gestures

  Gesture recognition via IGT consists in matching IGT 
gesture(s) with currently performed gesture and 
performing operation associated with detected 
gesture.
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Exception handling

  If new example is too different�
(less than 20% of primitives match any of the 
previous examples)�
system asks user if this is really intended
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Future Work/Questions

  Try to develop very different gestures (semi-
automatically) using anti-unification (modulo theory) 
as similarity measure�
+ some kind of complexity measure

  More evaluations by humans
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